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Tbo-phase clocked adiabatic static CMOS logic:analysis, application and LSI
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In this dissertation, the author would like to present a novel method for reducing energy

di88ipation utilizing a two-phase Clocked adiabatic Static CMOS logic (2PASCL) topology. The word

"adiabatic" (Greek adiabatos, which nean8 inpaB8able) indicates a State Change that occurs Without

heat lo8B Or gain. Simulation re8ult8 Show that the power dissipation of 2PASCL nultiplier8 i8 about

55% less than CMOS nultiplier8 for both 0.18 p and 1.2 pm CMOS processes. 4x4-bit array 2PASCL

nultiplier
i8 fabricated and it functionahty iB Verifled. 2PASCL is easily derived from CMOS topology.

During adiabatic switching, all the nodes are Charged or discharged at a constant Ctment in Order to

nimimize power dissipation. Moreover, it u8e8 a two-Phase Clocking split-level sinu80idal power Supply,

wherein V+ and Vr to replace Vdd and Vs8, respectively. From the analytical Study, during adiabatic

charging, when the tine for the driving voltage to change from GND to Vdd, Tis long, power

di88ipation i8
nearly zero. Energy recovery i8 also demonstrated.

In Chapter 1, author 8tartB With the history and major milestone that leading to the

developznent of nowadays proceBSOrB. The author also mentions.about the importance of reducing the

power di8Bipation a8 the Circuits becoming denser and faster. Lew-Power teChmique8 Currently

inplenented in device and circuit levels are also given. Finally, a brief introduction of adiabatic

teclmology, its
condition and requirements are enphaBized. The requirenent8 are

-

VOltage8

between current-carrying electrodes must be zero when the tran8i8tOr8 switch to the on State and the

conductive coupling between the capacitor C and the driver must exist at any tine. AC power 8uPPlie8

are utilized
to imitially charge the circuit dtuing specific adiabatic phases and then discharge the

circuit
to recover the Supplied charge.

In Chapter 2, analytical analy8iB Of CMOS and adiabatic circuit i8 Performed. Both PMOS and

nMOS tran8i8tOr8 Can be modeled by including a re8iBtOr in order to represent the effective channel

resistance of the switch and the interconnect re8i8tanCe. Then 8inulation results using LT8Pice with

0.18 pm CMOS technology were carried out on the conventional adiabatic inverter logic circuits tO

verify their logic functionality and compare the power di88ipation. Finally, the effect of the load

capacitance in the adiabatic circuits is also investigated.

Chapter 3 introduces two-phase clocked adiabatic static CMOS logic (2PASCL). Its design has

no diode8 at the charging path. Thus, the 2PASCL circuit i8 different from other diode-based adiabatic

circuits, in Which current flows through the diode and the tran8i8tOr. In this case, during charging,
ctment flows Only tlmOugh the tran8iBtOr. With the aforenentioned 2PASCL circuit, we can achieve

high amplitude and reduce energy dissipation. 2PASCL uses two-diodes,I one diode i8 Placed between

the output node and power clock, and the other diode is placed adjacent to the nMOS logic circuit and

connected to another power source. From the 8inulation results 0n the Supplied energy, we have

confirmed that energy is distributed back to the power sources. Theoretically, these diode8 are used to

transfer back charges tO the power sources from the load capacitor. In energy-recovery circuits, based

on the energy conservation law- energy di8gipated is equal to the total energy injected to the circuit

and the energy received back from the circuit capacitance. In this Chapter, author also concentrates 0n

analysis using 8inulation results 0f the proposed 2PASCL circuit for its current values, voltage and

energy di88ipation. A comparative Study of the main distributor for the dissipation energy i8 also

reviewed. Equivalent circuit for 2PASCL inverter i8 also Shown. Then, a details Study on the power

Supply clocks has been done. A power di88ipation comparison of triangle, trapezoidal and 8inu80idal

wave forms is denon8trated. Then, the optimum relationship between power supply clocks and input
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signal clocks, separated and overlapped Shapes, synnetrical and un8ymmetrica1 Shapes were also

examined prior to the decision of Selecting split-level sinusoidal voltage clocks. Finally 2PASCL

fundamental logic family iB
exhibited.

Chapter 4 i8 devoted to the design of the application circuits of 2PASCL. Tb verify the

practical applicability of the prop.oBed 2PASCL circuit, a 4-bit 2PASCL Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) was

designed and Simulated.
It i8 depicted that 2PASCL RCA dissipated only 35% of power compared to

CMOS RCA. Then, 4 X4-bit array multiplier which consists of Sixteen ANDs, 6 full adders and 4 half

adders logicsiB designed and Simulated. However, from Simulation reBult8 0f 0.18 pn process, 4x4-bit

array.2PASCL multiplier only 8how8 a good logic functionality of up to 200 MHz transition frequency.

Author observes 80me Signal degradation8 for transition frequency of more than 200 MHz. This is due

to the charging tine T Which i8 much Blower than conventional CMOS. T i8 also Proportional to RCL i.e.

the longer the path, the larger T iB
needed.

In Chapter 5, the LSI inplementation of 2PASCL iB
elaborated. It includes the layout de8ip8

of 2PASCL logicB, half-adder, full-adder and D-flip-flops. For 2PASCL LSI implenentation, 1.2 pm

CMOS technology i8
utilized. For the fabricated chip, author includes 4x4-bit array 2PASCL nultiplier

with output BignalB terminal with and without D-flip-flops. D-fup-flop is inplemented to synchromize

the output at the Same tine improve the logic 8Wing8 and reduce glitches. From the mea8urenent

re8ult8, the chip i8 functioming up to 10 MHz input frequency. The actual measurement of power

di88ibationof the chip from 50 kH2: tO 5 MHz 8how8 that an average Of only 23% of power dissipated

compared to CMOS. Finally, the conclu8ionB are drawn in Chapter 6.
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